ANNEXURE

Questioneries :

1. Progress in Physical Terms of ASTC since 1980 :
   a) Fleet Strength
   b) Fleet Utilisation
   c) Fleet Utilisation per day in length of KM

2. Modes of Service :
   i) Express Service-No. of vehicles-Route-Length-No. of Division etc.
   ii) Night Service-No. of vehicles-Route-Length.
   iii) City Bus Service-No. of vehicles-Route-Length.
   iv) Goods Service :

3. Passenger Amenities and facilities :

4. Fare structure :

5. Staff Ratio since 1981

6. Capital structure of ASTC :


9. Financial performance of Division away-sales of passenger ticket, session ticket and free pass facilities by individual division.

10. Collection procedure of Revenue -


12. No. of vehicles in each Division -
13. Division Deficit financing how to make-up-
14. Number of Accident of each Division.
15. Procedure of Repairing of vehicles in Guwahati and also in other place which located in Assam.
16. Number of idle vehicles per day.
17. Procedure of Record of fuel consumption of each bus per day.
18. Maintenance of Stores and Record of Stock of Spare-parts and equipments.
19. Appointment procedures of Officers and employees of the Corporation.
20. Procedure for providing compensation against accident of passenger.
21. Capital Contribution of Central and State Government and procedure of subsidy provides by the State Government for last 10 years.
22. The budget and budgetary control of the Corporation.
23. Percentage of number of vehicles utilised on Road per day.
24. Total number of depot of the Corporation in all over the State.
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